CORRÉLATION ENTRE LES STRUCTURES DES SY STÈMES LIPIDE-EAU ET LIPIDE-PROTÉINE-EAU ET LES MOUVEMENTS RAPIDES DES CHAÎNES HYDROCARBONÉES DES LIPIDES
Abstract. -Differcnt spin-labeled fatty acids have been used as probes of the rapid motions of the lipid hydrocarbon chains in lipid-water and protein-lipid-water systems. The phase structures of these systems were characterized in terms of a long range order (lamellar, hexagonal, ...) and a short range organization of the hydrocarbon chains (liquid-like, rigid-like, ...).
We have shown that the rapid reorientational motions of the nitroxide radical is slightly dependent on the long range order and strongly dependent on the short range organization. The labels are always found strongly immobilized when the chain conformations are of type b or 8' (rigid-like) whereas they are highly mobile when the conformation is of type a (liquid-like). Moreover, the amplitude of the rapid motions of a nitroxide radical amongst chains in a-conformation depends very strongly on the temperature, chain saturation and the state of hydration of the polar groups.
